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Each town should have a park, or 
rather a primitive forest, of five 
hundred or a thousand acres, either in 
one body or several—where a stick 
should never be cut for fuel—nor for 
the navy, nor to make wagons, but 
stand and decay for higher uses a 
common possession forever, for 
instruction and recreation.

Henry Thoreau 1862.
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Call the experts?

Foresters will 
almost always 
suggest 
“management”





“Forests must be managed to be healthy.”

Really?
Not so!

Education



Older,
unmanaged

Younger, managed

Carbon storage Higher Lower

Salamanders More Less

Lichens More Less

Beetles More Less

Fungi More Less

Snails More Less

Herbaceous plants More Less





We are losing 
biodiversity!

Forests are home to 80% of the world’s terrestrial biodiversity







J.S. Nunery, W.S. Keeton (2010) Forest carbon storage in the 
northeastern United States: Net effects of harvesting
frequency, post-harvest retention, and wood products. Forest 
Ecology and Management 259: 1363–1375

Unmanaged northern 
hardwood forests will 
sequester 39 to 118% 
more carbon than any of 
the active management 
options evaluated.

The Myth of Forest Management



Conservation Easement to assure that the Protected Property will 
be retained forever predominantly in its natural, scenic, forested, 
and/or open space condition, and to provide opportunities for 
public recreation on the Protected Property

Town and Land Trust worked together



Added to the 
Old-Growth Forest 
Network
in August 2021

Johnston Preserve  
CT



Sequoia National Park
in CA

Added to the Old-Growth 
Forest Network  on
Sept. 9, 2020



Out of 3,140 counties
Approx. 2,370 can support forest growth

“One forest in each county, protected from logging and open to the public.”

Currently: 179 forests in 32 states





Only nominated forest in Indiana County = White’s Woods



179 forests in 32 statest

www.oldgrowthforest.net



PA DCNR

is committed to 
this project and 
letting more forests 
recover to become 
“old growth.”

PA = 22
OH = 20



www.oldgrowthforest.net
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